Staying Connected with Campus Services

We’re excited to start meeting again with Campus Services employees on our DEI Initiative. An email today from VP Josh Keniston explains next steps and includes a schedule of engagement sessions that extend from March 1-23. Please be sure to register for the session you plan to attend. Thanks, everyone!

Removing the High Bridge

It seems the High Bridge on the HCC golf course was aptly named. Built in the 1930’s, this bridge crossed the Girl Brook in Pine Park and was regularly used by golfers, pedestrians, and x-c skiers to safety cross the hilly slopes. With the country club closed and the bridge reaching the end of its useful life, a decision was made to permanently remove the bridge. Project Manager Joe Roberts has led work to identify nearby trails to be closed during the demolition, inform nearby neighbors and skiers, and manage the bridge’s removal by crane. Remaining project activities during this initial phase will address erosion control and safety concerns. Later this spring, restoration work and a natural barrier of plantings will be created to protect the bank. After the project is complete, this area of land will be maintained by the Pine Park Association for the public to enjoy.

Staff Kudos

This message shares kudos from a Dartmouth student to Concessions Manager Matt Trombley and other Dining employees who are providing food at Sarner Underground to students who are in isolation or quarantine.

“Thank you for your sacrifices and hard work to ensure those in isolation had snacks and meals! Your efforts do not go unnoticed. For the past few days I’ve spent very little time outside of my room, but the short moments I shared with you all here were always the highlight of my day. Thank You again – Warmest regards, Kourtney B”

And, here’s another nomination for a Dining Hero from a Dartmouth student named Harrison, ’23.

“I would like to nominate Mr. Souleymane Marzouk as a Dining HERO! I am always thankful for Mr. Souleymane. He is always nice and makes me feel good to be a Dartmouth’s student. I wish there were more Souleymanes! We are very thankful for having such great people work on our team…”

Thanks to Project Manager James Pike for sharing these stunning photos of the Irving Institute as the building readies for occupancy.
Slips, Trips and Falls
Winter

No matter how well the removal of snow and ice is from a given area, you may still experience some slippery conditions when walking outdoors in winter.

1 million
Americans are injured, and 17,000 people die, as a result of slip and fall injuries every year.*

Slip and fall injury rates increase significantly as temperatures decline.*

50%
People injured in slip and fall injuries are walking on level ground when they slip.*

*Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Be Safe on Ice

Wear shoes or boots that provide traction in snow & ice.

Watch where you are stepping and move SLOWLY.

Assume that all wet, dark areas on pavements are slippery and icy.

Keep your hands out of your pockets. You need your hands to help break your fall if you slip.

Plan your route and give yourself more time. Walk in designated walkways. Taking shortcuts through snow piles can be hazardous.

Use special care when entering and exiting vehicles.

If you identify an untreated area, please call Safety and Security at (603) 646-4000.